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KEC00ADH00 - KEC00BDH00 - KEC0PADH00 - KEC0PBDH00:
Collegamenti per componenti elettrici KEC / KEC Connections for electrical components

Disposal of the product
The appliance (or the product) must be disposed of separately in
compliance with the local standards in force on waste disposal.
NO POWER
& SIGNAL
CABLES
TOGETHER

READ CAREFULLY IN THE TEXT!

WARNING: separate as much as possible the probe and digital input signal cables from the cables
carrying inductive loads and power cables to avoid
possible electromagnetic disturbance. Never run
power cables (including the electrical panel wiring) and signal cables in the same conduits.

serial cable with shield

to GND panel
conn. 3 ways
to c.pCO J26

to filter ground
to VFD input GND
conn. 5 ways
to VFD serial

c.pCO

serial card
VFD*

filter for inverter*
* There are two
different codes
in according with
size of KEC cabinet

IMPORTANT WARNINGS
The CAREL product is a state-of-the-art product, whose operation is
specified in the technical documentation supplied with the product or
can be downloaded, even prior to purchase, from the website www.
carel.com. - The client (builder, developer or installer of the final equipment) assumes every responsibility and risk relating to the phase of
configuration the product in order to reach the expected results in relation to the specific final installation and/or equipment. The lack of such
phase of study, which is requested/indicated in the user manual, can
cause the final product to malfunction of which CAREL can not be held
responsible. The final client must use the product only in the manner
described in the documentation related to the product itself. The liability of CAREL in relation to its own product is regulated by CAREL’s
general contract conditions edited on the website www.carel.com and/
or by specific agreements with clients.
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